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ABSTRACT 

 
  This research studies urban soundscapes through the comparative analysis of twelve public open spaces in the city of Córdoba (Argentina), taken as case 

studies.The work aims to examine selection of indicators and assessment  tools intended  to characterize soundscape quality. The field study  was 
carried out through  surveys and acoustic and  psychoacoustic indicators, that  are  used together  to objectively describe the sound quality of urban 
spaces. 

   The study shows that, while there is a relationship of these indicators with the sound quality of the spaces, this is not linear. Their relative importance 
or influence depends on the interrelations occurring between the parameters studied. A model analyzing and correlating the parameters with the sound 
qual ity, based on the postulates of fuzzy logic, was applied as a tool of analysis, and it was seen to achieve a very clase approximation to the subjective 
or perceptual response of the inhabitants. This clase match between the model results and the perceptual response of the users confirms the fuzzy 
modelas an effec tive tool for the study, not only of soundscapes, but also for those situations in which objective param eters must be related to the 
perceptual response of users. 

 
 
 
 
l.lntroduction 

 
The evaluation  of sound is a complex system  that relates vari 

ous   disciplines:   acoustics,   physiology,    sociology,  psychology, 
anthropology and statistics [1,2). Research conceming the problem 
of urban noise has focused on two main areas considered  priority 
for their impact on city populations: quantitative analysis of acous 
tic conditions (3,4) and subjective evaluation ofthe response of the 
inhabitants [5  9). 

I n recent times, there is a tendency to pay attention not only to 
the negative aspects of sound,  mainly discomfort,  but also to the 
sound qualityofthe space (10  12).This approach involves the con 
cept of "sound  environment design" as a stage beyond the control 
or reduction of noise to acceptable limits. It involves a comprehen 
sive  methodological    development  that   takes   the   interaction 
between  people, sound and context into account  (13  17). 

The urban soundscape  normally consists of a mixture of various 
sounds  with  varying  intensities, di rections  and durations,  which 
makes  its assessment more  difficult  (18). Sound  sources  are 
analyzed  not only from  the physical  point  of view,  by means  of 
acoustic indicators, but semantically, looking for the mean ings that 
sound  has for the population  and the specific users (19  23). This 
analysis is usually conducted through  a study based on the appli 
cation of opinion  polls on site simultaneously with 
measurements. 

 

 
 

     
 
 
     Ambient  sound  can  cause  subjective  reactions,  and  may  be 
appropriate,  pleasant, familiar, useful for orientation, irritating, 
among  others. Such attributes, and  their  meanings,  respectively 
have a  great  impact  on the  assessment of the  soundscape ( 28 
31). The soundscape  cannot be studied independently. The condi 
tion of comfort of an environment is the result of the integration 
of severa) factors, one of which is the acoustic. It is evident  that 
the response of tolerance or discomfort toa  sound stimulus is con 
ditioned  by other visual, therrnal and/or multisensory  factors (32 
39). 
 

Different authors have  begun  recently  to apply  the  psychoa 
coustic descriptors, originally developed  to define the sound qual 
ity  of  products  (40  44),  to  the  assessment  of  environmental 
situations such  as soundscapes  (45 47). Psychoacoustics studies 
sound from the point of view of its subjective perception, Jooking 
for relationships between the physical stimulus and the psycholog 
ical response that it causes in people. Applying this type of descri p 
tors  can  hel p in  the  evaluation  of soundscape  quality,  relating 
ambient sound with the Jevel of anticipated discomfort. 





The number and location of the measurement points were
determined with the criterion of surveying the general behavior
of the area: the edge situation of each of the areas analyzed, and
the specific behavior of each space in the interior of the squares,
simultaneously with the subjective survey. The times chosen were
those of greatest activity and greatest traffic flow in the central
area, on weekdays between 10 am and 5 pm.

The number of internal or external points of each sector ana
lyzed was defined on the basis of the formal characteristics of each
space and the number of surrounding high traffic routes. Consider
ing the necessity of simultaneous subject and noise level surveys,
the duration of the measurements was set according to the dura
tion of the opinion polls, with a period from 5 to 15 min. For the
minimum period of 5 min adopted, it is known [54] that the mar
gins of error in urban noise measurements remain within permis
sible values and similar to greater periods of up to 15 min, always
following the indications of ISO 1996 2, which recommends the
adoption of a time range for measurement that covers all the sig
nificant variations in the emission and propagation of noise.

2.3. Psychoacoustic descriptors

Simultaneously with the measurements of the physical param
eters and the subject surveys, a recording was made of each sound
scene for subsequent analysis. The recordings were made with a
Zoom digital recorder model H4n, with two XY stereo condenser
microphones and audio recording up to 24 bit/96 kHz, with a sam
pling frequency of 44.1 kHz. PsySound3 software, intended for the
analysis of sound recordings based on physical and psychoacoustic
algorithms, developed under the Matlab environment, was used
for calculating the acoustic descriptors [55].

The psychoacoustic descriptors calculated by PsySound3 were:
loudness, sharpness and roughness. The Psysound3 analysis mod
ules used under Matlab environment also enables the spectrum
to be calculated by one third band, the respective levels and the
specific loudness pattern. For loudness calculation this analyzer
implements the dynamic loudness model of Chalupper and Fastl.
This model uses the Bark critical band rate scale to model auditory
filters. An auditory temporal integration is included in the loudness
model. For sharpness calculation, it uses the Aures model and for
the roughness, implements the roughness algorithm of Daniel
and Weber [48]. The 1/3 octave spectrum, the equivalent continu
ous sound level and the loudness calculated by software were com
pared with those measured simultaneously with the BK2250 sound
level meter. The variations and errors detected were low, and they
were seen not to influence the type of analysis in process.

2.4. On site survey

Simultaneously with the acoustic measurements, user opinion
polls were conducted in each of the urban spaces under study.
The questionnaire examines general sociological and particular
aspects in relation to the physical space to evaluate and the char
acterization of its soundscape. The survey responds to practical
application criteria based on other experiences of this kind taken
as a model [56]. A total of 416 surveys, consisting of 8 questions,
were applied in the twelve spaces, taking from 5 to 10 min each.

The first four questions referred to the age, sex and activity of
the people: motivations for the use of the space, distance from
the area where they live, and the average time they remain there.
Questions 5 and 6 evaluate the soundscape quality in particular
and the environment in general, with a bipolar scale of five points
with the response alternatives: ‘‘very good”, ‘‘good”, ‘‘fair”, ‘‘bad”
and ”very bad”. Question 7 focuses specifically on identifying types
of sounds, split into three categories: (1) human sounds, (2) natural
sounds, and (3) technological sounds. For each of the three cate
gories, the degree of perception was indicated and the level of plea
sure or discomfort of it during a visit to the area. Responses were
given on a five point category scale, with the response alternatives
‘‘not heard”, ‘‘heard a little”, ‘‘sometimes heard”, ‘‘heard a lot” and
‘‘completely dominant”. The aim of the scale is to represent the
degree of presence of each sound perceived by each user individu
ally. The level of satisfaction is also evaluated on a five point scale,
with response alternatives: ‘‘pleasant”, ‘‘quite pleasant”, ‘‘fair”,
‘‘quite annoying” and ‘‘annoying”.
2.5. Fuzzy logic analysis

The use of a system is proposed that aims to qualify urban
spaces through analysis by fuzzy logic of the acoustic and psychoa
coustic indicators or descriptors that are identified as traits of the
sound quality of the soundscape.

A diffuse or fuzzy system is structured in three fundamental
stages: fuzzification or diffusion of the input variables, inference
through assessment and formulation of control rules, and defuzzi
fication or de diffusion to calculate the output results (Fig. 2). For
practical calculation purposes, we used the Matlab� fuzzy logic
toolbox. The inference process used corresponds to the Mamdani
criterion and the technique adopted for defuzzification is the cen
troid method.

At the fuzzification or diffusion stage, the inputs are selected
and the degree of belonging of each of the fuzzy sets frommember
ship functions related to each descriptor. For each input variable,
the range and the degree of belonging to a fuzzy linguistic set
was defined (0 100%). In this work, membership or belonging
functions used are trapezoidal.

The rules are a list of ‘‘if then” type statements. The part corre
sponding to the ‘‘if” is the antecedent and lists the condition(s)
related to the inputs belonging to a particular fuzzy set. The second
part is the consequent and indicates the set to which the outputs of
the systemmust belong to the extent that it complies with the cor
responding antecedent. In defuzzification, the fuzzy sets that rep
resent the results of each rule are combined into a single final
fuzzy set.
3. On site survey results and discussion

3.1. Qualitative survey

Table 1 shows the number of respondents in each space,
together with the data resulting from the initial questions: age,
sex and activity. It can be seen that the respondents are distributed
almost equally by gender: men (57%) and women (43%). More than
half of those surveyed live in the area (25%) or in a nearby neigh
borhood (32%) and the predominant activity is walking or relaxing.

Table 2 lists, for each space studied, the percentage of intervie
wees who consider that the sound quality of the place is very good
to very bad. Taking a value of 5 as ‘‘very good” and a value of 1 as
‘‘very bad”, the weighted average of the percentages was calculated
to give the final value.

Fig. 3 summarizes all the responses for the overall analysis of
the quality of the space, representing the quality level by the
weighted average.

The graphs of Figs. 4 and 5 show the percentages of intervie
wees who considered as high the levels of presence and acceptance
for the urban zones classified as squares, pedestrian, market and
recreational spaces.

A strong presence of technological sounds is found, mainly the
noise of vehicle traffic, followed by the presence of sounds of
human origin and finally natural sounds. Acceptance levels are
variable, showing a tendency toward greater acceptance of natural
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